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Testimonials


    	Tony and the other man did an EXCELLENT job. Just 1 note that they were not caulking fully for soundproofing. Tony used very little caulk until I insisted he use a lot more - as you said it would be VERY well sealed. Lucky I was here at the time when it could be added. They had a difficult task with the transitions but persisted and put More »
	Our project was a strange one, requiring a lot of ingenuity to fix acoustical problems in an old building. West Coast Sound Solutions worked at a professional and friendly level above our expectations, handling unforeseen problems as they arose, and making every effort to make sure we were satisfied along the way. They minimized More »
	I accidentally discovered "West Coast Sound Solutions", that turned out to be a very nice family business, run by very friendly and helpful people. They especially helped me with specific issues, particular to noisy floors in some rooms or noisy walls in another. Their expert help, advice and willingness to help reduce  More »
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